This paper presents an approach to the recognition of noisy patterns. We assume that learned concept descriptions contain noisy components. These descriptions can be optlmizcd to gain bener performance through the elimination of some less signilicant noisy componenls. Parametric conlrol of such an oplimization. however, is very difficult and a parameter value has 10 be found Ihrough the training process. This value can change over concept variations and time. and in consequence, it can decrease the system recognition effectiveness. We found that the dassilkation decision can be based on the dynamic characteristics of the rccognition curve aC4uired ovcr increasing degree of optimization. In this approach. the optimization and mah;hing ~teps arc repeated iteratively. The dyn;Jrnic characteri~tics uf recognillon curves arc cOl1lpictetl and a p;Jllern of e;Jch recognition curve b l;Jbelcd. For a given set of test data. the system selects recognitIOn curves of uptrcntl p;JUerns {when the recognition rate increascs with the incrcase of thc optimizallon degree I. and the final d;Jssificaliun is made for the dass which h;JS the highest recognition rates alllon!:! sclcl:tetl uptrend rewgnllion curves. Thu!i. 
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Future intelligent systems can be characterized by their ability to acquire a concept of an object such as a description of the object's characteristics or properties. and to apply this concept to recognize a particular object among many other objects. Since engineering domains are noisy and extracted attributional characteristics can be irregular. the acquisition and robust recognition of noisy. imperfect and cnmpkx concepts is crucial for many tasks. for e:\ample. for the tasks of machine perception likl! inspection. object recognition. object localization and navigation. remote trad,in~. and intelligent surveillance. The success of these tasks depends both on the dTectl\ c ness of the data understanding processes and the quality of data which a ~ystem has to deal with during both the karning phase and thl.! recognition phase.
Once the system is trained and tuned to a gi yen type of data. it is di fficult to ussume without testing that the system \\(ill be working with the sume data but alTcctCl1 by a different noise for instance. Moreover. a given objcct can be perceived di!fercntl~ \\hcn perceptual conditions :.Ire f.'hanging. Variability of object characteristics n:ljl1lre'l the development or capabilities that v.dl allow the Sy"tClll til rel:onfigure. tunc. ,1I1d updatc its model {knmv'lcdge I regarding the Ilnject or sen"or movement or the \ari;.ltillfl We have alrc:ldy prorDscd to dc\c1cp system aJaptJbility functions incorporating machine learning methodologies npplied to ~m:h ta~ks as object localization. rec ..
ognition, inspection. anu Sl'enc unJ::;s!:lIhling. \_1 The karning cap:ihilities of the system use contc-xt derendence to ;1dapt to the JY1;alllic environmcnl. In the proposcJ approach. models used to represcnt data ailll S) stem knowledge must· possess a dynamic stnlcture th;1t can be modified hy the system itsclr based on its own experience. Incorporating machine learning an;.] cugnitive processes such as induction. deduction, discovery, and analogy. we plan to combine clements of visual recognition and visual imagery6 within a unified :;yqem. For example. a typical task dependent on system adaptation capability is texture-based 0bject recognition for robot navigation in a natural terrain. The difficulties of robust recognition of 3-D objects and annotation of perceived surface Jreas arc caused by a great vari:.lbility of images projected onto the sensory array. 11,is variability is caused by rotation of an object, changes of resolution. lighting conditions. and carnerJ parameters. Tools supporting system adaptability must be Jeveloped with respect to a given task and the ~pf.'lication domain. Artificial intelligence (At) is well suited to handle human-oriented tasks-this is the objective of AI. For example, machine learning tools can provide natural adaptability rur.c(i~)ns. when applied within an engineering system. Unfortunately, tools of artificial intdligt!ll(:e arc noise sensitive. They are not m:.!gicaHy robust. and their performance depends on the quality of the training data proviued. While the complexit), ('\f tr:.lining L!:\la ami acquired cqnccpts can be better handled by machinc le:lrning !h:tn by pattern recognition tools, we find noise in engineering data as the boulencck in the applil.·ation of machine learning. Therefore. it is very important to develop approaches that will be able to perform despite a high level of noise in the data. 7 Both concept learning and object recognition approaches that do not tolerate noise are of limited value.
Noise in engineering data affects an intelligent system in different ways. Noise comprises non·sy~tematic errors in the \alucs of at!rif:\utes or class information. ~ Errors in the attribute value cause thl! correct value ntlt to he dctcnllincd. Errors in the class information cause incorrect training decisions to be built into concept descriptions. Some sources of noise can be mouclcd. RCJI-world situations. however, are too complex and the noise distribution is usually unknown. The noise affecting engineer ing data is a combin:ltion of different regular and :rrcgular distributions. Thus it is very difficult to model sLlch noi~e. cspcci:.llly errors cau~ed by incorrect training classifications.
The traditional approach 10 the recognition of objects is focused on the follov.ing three phases: The overall object recol:nitit,~n dfe'~li\\.:nl.'ss depends then on the quality of all the above pres::nted phases. In t!IC :rauilional :li'praach to object recognition, Ihe system is associall.'J with a )let of chara;;kriqic (\hj~l.·t f,'[Hures. which arc used for recognizing particular objects. Such a set of features is ':0n~tr\nt<) in that the ~rceptllal system is unable to verify the uscf:.I!ne<:s of t~e t,':'jet.:'! n10dcL Thus, t,he classification is correct as far as the accuracY" of the ('ff·lipe c:rc:lh.'J recognition model is concerned.
On the other lHUld. the traditi011al aprr,.\;li.:h applies classifkrs in such a way that they are adapted to tbe feature set to take athcnt:l~e of the e.\tractcu infornlation. Such an .appro:lch belongs to a dass of feature ('xtraction oriented methods, where an extraction of relevant features plays a very il1;f,-'rtant role. 10 The main problem with the traditional arpreach to the recognition task is that we do not have a universal feature extraction methlld that works effectively with noisy and imperfect data. When one considers that the training dat;) can be noisy and imperfect. one has to agree that the derived descriptions of te~ture classes consequently contain noisy components. Therefore, the recognition based on the direct matching of such noisy and imperfect descriptions with testing data follows all the above mentioned disadvantages; i.e. the· results are affected by the noise and imperfection of learning and the testing data. This is one of the rC:l~ons why most efforts to the solution of the recognition problem focus on "the improvement of the feature extraction phase to reduce the influence of noise and data imperfectness on the system perfornlance.
When one considers that an object can have variable occurrences (caused by the dynamks of environrncnt) then selected features :.hould be sensitive in a wider range of object characteristics rather than in a vcry narrow range. From that viewpoint. a serious contradiction arises in selecting highly dedicated features (usually more powerful and able to filter noise out of the data) versus more flexible features (usually less powerful and noise sensitive).
Due to the mentioned disadvantages of the traditional approach ~o object recognition (i.e. the design of more sophisticated feature e:'(traction methods in order to increase recognition effectiveness). we seck other methods of concept learning and their improvement according to the s~cifics of the engineering domain. Machine learning is an example of such an unexplored (from the engineering point of view) concept acquisition technology. It aHows us to modify acquired concept descriptions, for example. to reduce noisy components before these descriptions are applied in the recognition phase.
In the recognition phase. optimized concept descriptions are applied to classify test data. The traditional appro:lch to the recognition phase is based on the measurement of the ..:lm'~;:c~;; ill" lcst ,bl:t to ,iIo' ('(1;1':':;': T!i;, \.'1,»,,'::-:" is n:rre~cnlCd by a singk: value, The dlb',ifi,'alin:1 ll"l i,inn :' icll;' ::_'!:I" I'f tile ~1H'r1C,1 dislance to the lesl Jala, II mCi.!IlS thaI tl1~ Ir:ld!; '('I':!: '!I'r!T;Ii.'~ " ,1;,' r':I,' ' In the past. many cnf1ccpt acqui~it:un techniques ha"c heen developed as tools for concept learr:i!!g, Thc'''': tc:::hni'lue5 Jr~ !;roup~d inlo the methods of pattern recogni lion. n.::ural nClS. ,1l,J AI-(1r~~nt..::d !ll:Khine le:mlir:; approaches. Therc is no single universal concept a..:quisiticn tc~'1H;i4'.1c that can l'c ::rrIieJ to dirfercnt domains and requirements for :1 learning task. E:lch of them hJS its aJvantages and disadvantages. For c\al11p\c. p::r;!ll1ctdc methpd;; pi r;lttt.'rn rCt:p;!nition aS~l!me the distribution of altrihutes h) h: kmmn and I'(l"~ihly tll he :tr'pIO.\ill1;lled hy r;lr;lIm:triL' <.:qllatioIlS, Non-par,il11ctric !1lctlH'U;-; of pattcrn rc\:ngnitil'n rl.·quire storing training e\(lfnph:s (all examples. some selectcd c'\<!mrks. or modeled "c.\cmplars") in order to perfonn the recognition taSK. T':le ncural net appro;lch dllCS no( allow us to understand how the learning process was pcrrnrmeJ and hm\ '.IC can manipulate acquired knowledge. Finally. AI-oriented machine lcarTImg arrrll:lchcs. dcvelopcd for simple probbns. are noise sensitive and require J h,t t,f c(1mpU!al!On,
The very po\\'erful paramctril.: l1lctllOUS of patlcrn rccognition~ have limih.:d applica tion. However. they are applied frcyucn!ly without consiueration of the assumptions that have to be fulfilled. The most re"trictive i1sl-umption requires the distribution of attributes to be known a priori. and c~pecia!\y to ~ nomla\. The distribution of the attribute is not regular in many 3.pplic:.I!ior1 th'rn;lin<; including texture recognition. We have already proven that the di"tribulion pf ;u;ribute<; can be non-normal. in particular, it can be multi-modal or totally r;::1dom. inJic:!ting its irrelevancc 10 the discrimination of object classes. We applied the AQI4 inducri\'e IC:lrning progr'l!TI. However. other programs can be applied 3S well (,;:,g. see Refs, 8 and 12L The :\Q program performs a heuristic search through a space of symbolic expre5siens. and its goal is to find the most preferred cxpressicn accordir:g to a specified c:-iterion. I. A description of a class in the AQ progrJm is a disjunctive normal form (D:'-IF) which is called a cover. A cover is a disjunction of complexes. A complex is a conjunction of selectors. and a sckctor is a form:
where L is called the referee which is an anriOl/le. R is called the referent which is a set of values in the domain of the attrioute in L. # is one of the following relational symbols: =, <. >. >=. <=. <>. In the .\Q pwgram. each generated complex is associated with a pair of \\eight~: i.c. total (I-weight) and unique (u-weighO. The following is the example of a complex:
where xi i, all aHr:r.\lle. Thi.' t-\\ e;:;h! t,r :1 cnl1ll'lcx is thl! number of positive examples covered by the c('mrh~'{. and the U-\\cj~ht is the number or the positive examples uniquely covered by the comp!<.!x. 1l11! complexes arc ordered according to decreasing values of t--.veigh! (s~e the cX;1mple in the Arrendix).
2.3. O;}tilllizi:1g Cuncept D":~G:rli()ns \lost mC!!I()(ls l)f ma.:hinc k::rn;ng research a~surne that concepts are precise cntilks. represented by a sir!gle symbolic description. In such a representation. the boundurics of il concept are \\cll-delined. All instalKes of a concept are a5sumcd to be cqu::llly rcprcsent:ltive. If on instance satisfies a given concept description. then it bclon;s to thc concept. otherwise it docs not. Moreover. most learning systems make the "nois;)-frcc domain" assumption: i.e. the exomples presented to a system do not conlain em'rs. the lks(.:ription language il' compktc, ond consequently a system cnn~:rains its Se:lrdlCS only f,)r rules that arc both c0nsistent tlnd complete. The r::quifemcnt of "npise-free domain" c:1nnnt bl! sati!'fi~d in the real world, especially in such areas like signal procc":<ing a:1J under~tanding. autonomous robotics, and intelli gent systems. The tkxibiiity of a conc;!pt. the "ariabi!ity of concept occurrences tC;llJseJ by external conditions like rc'(lll1tion. illumination, and sensor positioning), and the noise in learning datoscts prevent most learning systems from being applied to many real world learning t::t5ks.
Different methods 0f noise handling have been proposed. Quinlan's workS' IS is concerned wilh pruning decision trees. Two tree-pruning techniques have been devciopcd to reduce the effect of noise: pre·pruning S and post-pruning. IS Pre-pruning constrains the stopping criterion to prevent splitting of nodes when no feature provides a significant increase in information resulting from a split. Post-pruning operates in two stages. In the first stoge. a complete and consistent decision tree is constructed. In the second stage. the subtrees which only cover a small number of examples are removed from the original decision tree. Rule truncltion I~. 16 is similar to tree pruning :n l!wt b{ll!1 upproal'ht.':> reHltl\ (.' :mmc component:; that cover only u small number uf cx"mr:.::s from complete and consistent descriptions in order to achieve better performance in the presence of noise. Like tree pruning. there have also been two rule truncation techniques: pre-truncation 17 and post-truncation.1 4 Pre-truncation in eN2 uses a heuristic function to tl!rminate search during rule construction, based on an estim~lte of the noise present in the data. This results in rules that may no! classify all the truining examples correctly. but that perfonn well on new data. In post-truncation, a complete und consistent description is generated first. and the disjuncts in the descripticn are ordered according to the number of examples covered by them. Then the disjunct'i that cover fewer examples than a predefined threshold are removed. In post-truncation, the disjuncts removed are small disjuncts.
In most inductive learning systems. a concept description is represented as a set of diSjuncts. Each disjunct covers some positive examples. and jointly they cover all positive examples. Of these disjuncts. s~)me cover a large number of examples. the others only cover a sr.1l1l number of examples. The disjuncts covering only a small number of CX:llllpk:S arc called small disjuncts. I~ llnlte C'( al. IS empirically proved that small disjullcts nrc much mor>! ern)r pr(me than large disjuncts.
Our appronch to dealing \\"ilh the ncg:ltive innucnces of noise and the imperfection uf models (i.>!. acquired rule d('scriplitln~\ :1pplics optimiz:lIion processes in order to remove Ics~ significant Cl)nCcpt components (small disjunct or small complexes). In tilis w;1y. we as~ull1c IhJt the lighte<:t C0mple'(es c:ln represent noisy components of concept description and at 11..':ISt t!ley represent the less typical I.:haracteristics of a concept. The applkatien and comparison of rule optimization to the recognition 19 problem has already be.:n derl1{'Oslrated on different kinds of rcal data.· lA • To optimize a rule dc:'cription. wc lise the trunc;\tion l1lethod that was lirst introduced by ~!ichalski f!t aI. 14 In thc AQI4 program. each generated complcx is associated with ;\ pair of weights; i.e. the t-weight (as the total number of positivc examr!cs <:ovcred by a wmrlex) and the u-weight (as the number of positive cxamples uniqudy cO\crcu by the C\ltllp!CX). The complexes of iI COI1C1.:pt description are ordered according to the dccrca~ing values of the (.weight. The t-weight may be interprcted as the mcu:;ure of ~ypic;J.lity or the representativeness of a complex. The complexes with t:1C highest Hveight may be viewed as describing the most typical concept examples, and thus serve as prctoiypical descriptions.
SupfJose we have a t-weight ordered di~junction of complex.es. and we remove from it the "lightest" complex: i.e_ the comple.~ with the lowest t-weight. Such a truncated description will not ·strictly match events that do not uniquely satisfy the removed comptex-. However. by appl) ing a nex.ible match (see next section). these events may still be closely related to the correct concept .. and thus be correctly recognized. A ,rur:catcd Jescription .is. of course, simpler but carric!' a potentially higher risk of recognition error. It :'lIso requires a more ~ophisticatl.':d evaluation.
Vie can proceed further 2.nd remo\'c the second "lightest" complex from the cover, and ob~erve the performance. Each such step produces a different trade-off between the c0mp~t.:;dty 01 the l~;:-~cript:orl on the (Inc hand. and the risk factor along with the evalualion compic\ily l10 the othl.':r. At S{lrlle ~Iep the best overall rcsult may be achieved for a given 4Pplication domain.
RECOGNITION OF NOISY CONCEPTS
3. L Traditional System Architecture \f05t appm;tches to the pwblem of object recognition are based on the traditional architecture illustrated in Fig. l(a) . This architecture shows the mutual connection between the training and recognition systems. Both systems are separated in such a way that the training system has to be run first in order to provide concept descriptions to the recognition system. There is no cooperation between both systems during the rccognition phase.
Such traditional open-loop architecture was used in our first experiments with the application of machine learning to texture recognition problems.3.4 The arc~itecture of the sys:em used in those experiments is presented in Fig. I(b) created system is consistent with the traditional schema_ The learning part is composed of the following modules: feature extraction, data conversion. learning from examples. and concept optimization. The recognition part of the system is composed of the same feature extraction and data conversion modules (Le. the same as the learning part) and an additional inductive assertion mC'dule. The connection between the learning part and the recognition part of the system is 0nc-dircctional. where concept descriptions along with scaling parameters are transferred to the recognition part of the syslem. Fig. : ;(bl. the variation of the recognition rate is 100 large to get a stable recognition level at a certain optimization degree. The choice of the optimization degree can be impossihle hecause of the lack of recognition stahility when this optimization uegree varies slightly The positive effect. however. is thaI the trend of the recognition rate is up with a loell increase in the optimization degree.
The above explained problems implied our investigations in the area of ohject recognition. where the static selection of the optimization degree can be eliminated or replaced by a dynamic selection. This work has given risc to the developmcnt of a new methodology for the recognition of noisy patterns presented in Sec. 4. Optimization degree Optimiz31ion degree There arc two methods for cla~.si:ying the concept 1I11!Illoer... hip of an instance, i.e. tile strict mutch and the nexiblc match. In the strict match. nne tcsts whether an instance stiictly satisfies the condition part of a rule (i.e. one of rule complexes). Such m:llching gives the response of two rClssible !ul,!ieal values. i.e. true or false. In the l1exihle match, the degree of clo<:cncs:> hctwccn the instance and the condition part is determined. Such closcncss is reprcs'';lItcd by a coefficient that can vary in range from o (d0Cs not match) 'to 1.0 (matche<;). In the strict match, a concept is recognized if it overlaps with the concept description. [n the ncxiblc match, the most closely related concept description is dctemlined.
The trunc.:lted description is the one that has some of its complexes with the lowest . t-weight (i.e. the number of training examples covered by a complex) removed. In Such a truncated description will not .;rric!ly match events that satisfy the truncated . complex. So, to evaluate the memhcrsh;p of an event in a texture class. one has to apply a flexible match. Such tlexible matching can improve the classification decision when less significant components (i.e. pGssibly noisy components) are truncated from the class description.
In the recognition phase illustrated in Fig. I(b) . we incorporated a special tool. the ATEST program.20 that had been developed to lest the performance of a rule base. This program provides the domain expert with three very important capabilities. First. it allows the expert to raptdly test a rule base on numerous test examples under a variety of evaluation schemes. These evaluation facilities provide information about the overall perfom1ance of specific niles or examples and this feature is extensively used in the texture discrimination ph<l"e. Second. ATEST proviucs routines that check a rule base for consistency :lnd completcness. Third, it arplies fkxible matching to deternline c1assitication decision. Rule perform:mce is measured by the degree or agreement between the system's ond expert's classifications.
ATEST views rules os the expressions \'vh<:n applying them on a vector of attribute values, The result of this evaluation is a real number which is the degree of consonance berween the conditional part of the rule and the event. ATEST takes as input (i) a set of attribute definitions. (ii) a set of rules. (i20-5)55)=0.91
Thus. t!le total ev~JuaUon of a class dcscriFtion for a given testing example is equal to the evuluation value of the be",t matching complex (the complex with the highest evaluation value). The program is contr'.:I\led by seYeral parametcrs that determine the evaluation process. Most freque:Hly. we ::lpply the approximation of distance from the boundary of concept prototype to testing data.
CONCEPT RECOGNITION VIi\ IT[R.\"[,IVE OPTIMIZATION "ND ~IATCHING

MO(!lfi~d System Architecture
Based on the conclusions from Sees. 2 a:1u 3, we decided to mGdify the system architecture, The modiiied architec:ure. pn:."..:ntcd in Fig. 3 , involves the iterative optimization of concept descriptions and the Iterative matching of test duta with optimized Ge:;criptions. ~lodilications indt:de 0) the redesigning of the recognition system, (ii) the implementation of a new decision making method, and (iii) the creation of a control loop of the iterati\ e optimization of rules.
The learning system is generally the <:!me as in Fig. I(b) , however, the concept optimization has I:<een eliminated from the learning phase. So, lhe goal of the learning system is reduced to the acquisition of concept descriptions without the consideration of their optimality .. Attributional descriptions of object cli:lsses are acquired by the same lenrning program, i.c. the AQ 14 pro;rc>,m. Acquired rules arc then applied to the recognition phase, where t.:sting $~"'rl';<; arc shown to the system. The recognition process has bt:cn redc,igncu and arranged into the iterative optimization loop. In this way. a recugnili~m curve is created versus the uptimization inductive as~ertion. and a module of control and Jccision making. The loop is controlled by an optimiz:lIion paramc\er and it activates inductive assertion. Inductive assertion proce~ses are pcrfo011:!u each time for optimized concept descriptions. The system in'.;reases the optimization degree f~)r each iteration loop. The decision making module compktes belief values of p:mial recognition results computed for each optimiz<ltion loop. In this way. a rC;':(lgnitiDn curve is created versus the optimization degree. Finally, the classification lkcision is made based on the characteristics of the recognition ('urvc.
. . . L2. Revcr'ln,:! Cla'i~ifi-:alion Dcci"ion Existing api'roal'lle''; 10 the rcc0gnitinn problem aSSUOle that to recognize a concept \Jn~ nccJs tv ;1~atch t~le "bsen cd data with :l 'wn:J description or concepts. When the prorenies of the pb,-:r.;:d l1b1~<.:t Ilut-:h the storeJ description of a conccpt. then the ilame of till' C(l!lC':pt is rctum.:d .. \n aprwximate match is ct)mputed and used as a ;l1l'a:'l1r-.: (If cOlllidcn-:e in rccogniling :1 rarticular concept among others. A major 111'ubh::n with such J method is that in 0n.. kr to rl!cognize an object one always needs (0 measure it:; sume prererties. Yet the ~;tme concept can be recognized using many d;ffcrcnt suhscts of pn'pcrtics. with truncat:.:d concept descriptions.
In ,'ur !llcthod. wc rc(pgni/c h.:\!un.:" by 111:1tdling unknown texture samples with IC<lfIl.:tI Jcscripti,'ns nn the Jifkrcnt trl1!l1::Hiol1 kvcls. The description on a given level is obtuinet! by trunc::lting a gi\cn nUl11hcr of less significant complexes from the lower part (i.e. less signilicant rart) of the Jc~crip!i(ln. At each level, we match testing samples \\"i:h given t.!escripliC'ns (1f obiecl classes and complete recognilion rates. For example. by matChing a given sample with four class descriptions and on six different truncation levels, we have 2..1. recognition r:ltes grouped inlo four recognition curves (each represcnting recognition erft.:ctivene.;s [or a single class).
Let us demonstrate how such i.I tnmcntion method (i.e. the optimization of concept description) Can reverse the classification decision. Figure 4 presents a graphical representation of two class descriptions. class A and class B, where the domain of events consists of two attributes. Class A is described by four complexes, and class B by six complexes. The black dots rcpresent sample vectors to be recognized. For the initial description of these two classes (Fig. 4 Such a recognition method assumes, however. that the removal of complexes is carefully done and can be supported by the t-weight and u-weight characteristics of Illese complexes. 1\10st l)f thesl!' c{)fnpkx.cs can be created by only several positive exampl~s. Such descriptions ot concepts can possess built-in imperfect knowledge propJgated by noisy teaching examples. Removing the "lightest" complexes from all descriptions, we optimize these descriptions through the elimination of less significant components. Pmc~eding funhcr with such optimization, we can reduce concept description to the most significant clusters of learning data.
theoretically, such reduction of rule description should lead to the extraction of main clusters of learning data. Applied flexible matching, should then classify test data to the nearest cluster. So. the approach seems to be very similar to the traditional patler!1 recognition methods and it would have all disadvantages characteristic of these methods.
2 On the other hand, there is the question of what the best optimization degree is. It is rather impossible to answer this question because the best optimization degree depends on the characteristics of feature distribution in the attribute space. If this distribution is complex. for example. then there will be many local clusters in the description of one class. In such a case optimization cannot be continually performed for higher degrees of optimization.
From the above Jiscu5sion. we assume that such optimization could be applicable without significantly damaging the class description. i.e. it can be performed for the lowest truncation degrees. For the low truncation degree. the system would be able to remove a small number of complexes only, complexes that are less significant (with low t-weight). It has already been found through different experiments that the truncated description improves the pcrfnnllance of the recognition phase by reducing the noisy data coverage.3.4.19.21-.:!J However. these experiments have been executed for a single truncation degree ar:d such an approach has the disadvantage of finding the best optimization value.
Recognition Algorithm
If we accept that the truncation of less significant components from the concept description eliminates some noise. then the dynamic increase of the truncation degree (but performed in the lowest range of optimization values) should slightly increase the recognition effectiveness in this range. Such an effect was observed in diagrams presented in Fig. 2 . \Ve concluded then that a recognition curve created for each class description and for different optimization degrees could be a useful classification fcature for the finnl decision making process. Generally, we distinguished the following two patlcrns of the recognition curve with regard to the first phase of the increase in the truncation degree: (I) curves of the recognition uptrend, and (2) curves of the recognition downtrend. Figure 5 illustrates these two patterns of hypothetical recognition curves, acquired by smoothing the origin~1 recognition results versus increasing optimization (truncation) degree. The pattern of the uptrend recognition curve is divided into uptrend section, plateau, and downtrend section. The plateau section can be very short or significantly long before char-ging the trend direction. Such a division of the curve pattern is typical for a class that should be recognized correctly. The pattern of the downtrend recognition curve is more complex and irregular. This curve can be divided into three or more sections.
Tl:e first section, a downtrend section. is very characteristic for the downtrend recogni tion curve. The next sections (plateau, uptrend section, random walk section) can vary th is recognition curve significantly.
. Based' on the behavior of these curves, we define the following recognition al gorithm that incorporates iterative optimization of concept description and flexible matching with test data.
Step ): Label the first section of each recognition curve as an uptrend or downtrend recognition pattern.
Step 2: Select the recognition curves that have the uptrend recognition pattern only.
Step 3: Make the final classification decision indicating the class for which the uptrend pattern runs through the highest recognition rates.
TESTING DOMAIN
Image Data
We illustrate the above methodology and results through two separate experiments. The first experiment was performed to show recognition effectiveness. while the second experiment was performed to show hard cases that can decrease the recognition power of the introduced methodology. Each experiment was carried out with four texture classes selected from six texture images (see Fig. 6 ) taken from the Brodatz album. 24 In the first experiment, we presented the system training sections of the A set of small sections of images was shown to the system during the training phase. while the other set of image sections was shown during the recognition pha~e. Before the feature extraction was executed (for learning and recognition phases), all textural images were preprocessed. The number of pixel gray levels was changed from :256 to a number of levels below 55.
Feature Extraction
As mentioned in theintrouuction. our goal is focused on the development and presentation of a new recognition methodology that can be effective for recognizing (Fig. 7) was applied to ex.tract eight local texture attributes, r---------,
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2 Truncation degree 6 2 Truncation degree 6 texture c1a.'is descriptions that incorporates the learning from examples methodology as explained in Sec. 2.2.
In the recognition phasc. the system randomly selectcd 100 testing events for each texture class but from different sections of the texture image. 1lle recognition process (flexible matcr.ing) was perfonned on four such sets of test data. Reconstructed non-smoothed recognition curves are prc~ented for each testing dataset in Fig. 8 . All uptrend scct:ons of the recognition curves arc indicated by an arrow. The truncation
• RECOGNIZING NOISY P.",TIERNS degree corresponds 10 the consecutive steps of rules optimization-all rules were optimized in each step by the truncation of a given number of less significant complexes. The recognition rate was computed as the number of test samples correctly recognil.ed for a given c\as~ diviued by the total number of test samples of a given dataset. It should be pointed out that a single testing event can be recognized for more than one class when it is covered by comple.~c!' of different classes or the distam:e to such complexes is the same. Classes Band D are not recognized if one applies the traditional single match method. However, they are successfully rect1gnized when applying the new methodol ogy based on the analysis of the dynamic behavior of the recognition curve. This melholodogy CJn give us more effect~ve recognition results in cases of very noisy and Imperfect datJlfealUres used 10 learn concept descriptions.
Experiment 2: Hard Cases
The se~ond experiment deals with the hard recognition cases that can be caused, for example, by parameters of the learning procc~scs. These parameters, when changed, can influence the recognition erfectiveness of any recognition methodology. We studied one such effect, i.e. the decrease in the number of learning examples presented to the system. We dccrc.1scd the number of ktiming examples rrom 200 to 100 for each training class. This dccrellse influenced the representation of texture c1llsses in the feature space and the charllcteristics of acquired rule descriptions. The descriptions are less powerful in that (i) they are less complete and (ii) rule characteristics are less informative. In decreasing the number of provided e:~amples, we observe two problems that can decrease the effectiveness of the new methodology. However. when compared with the traditional single match method the results produced are still better. These effects are illustrated in the second set of four texture classes D. C, E, and F which \vere chosen for the experiment. The change in the learning sel of texture classes is due to the intenrion to ilI:ustrate these pn;)blems better.
The first negative effect Ihat the system has to be aware of during the recognition phase is the 'very short uptrend ~ction of the non-smoothed recognition curve. This uptrend cannot be detected ir the system smooths recognilion curves. Let us comparc the uptrend sections of the recognition curves presented in Figs. 8 and 9 . The uptrend sections were long (or even very long) for different experiments when we presented 10 the system a large number of training c'(ampies. Generally. if the number of examples decreases. the length of the uptrend section of the recognition curves decreases and is
followcd il1ln:cc!iatdy by a vcry sharp downtrend section (i.e. there is no plateau). This observation indicates that future design of the truncation procedure must bc improved witll regard to the C:lSC of learning from ...ery small sets of noisy/imperfect training data. The !\econd negativc crfect that (':In occur during the recognition phase is the possibility thaI th.:re is no uptrend recognition cline. This effect is shown in Fig. 9 for the lest for class D. To deal with such cases. we have. redesigned the recognition procedure. A new recognition procedure decides that if there is no uptrend recognition curve for (:. given test then the te5t duto. cannot be classified into any class based on m;lll.:heu class dcscripti(lflS (i.e. Ihis is a case or "no uecision"). Su<.:h Illodification ,!;ives still hcttcr cb<;sifkation decisiuns when OIlC Cl)mpares it to the traditional single mat;;-h method which clas:;ifies the test dataset incorrectly into; the class E.
CONCLLiSIO~S AND FUTCRE WORK
We have presented a novel approach to the recognition of concepts, which incor porates machine learning methodology and d;:als with very noisy data. OUf approach is based on the' following clements:
(1) Acquiring concept descriptions by symbolic machine learning methodology (learn ing from 'examples) and representing them as the disjunctive normal forms. pcrforn1ed for different optimization dcgrees. in order to acquire the dynamics of the recognition curves over reduced concept descriptions. (5) Final decision making based on the uptrend pattern of recognition curves. The apprO<Kh presented assumes that learned concept descriptions contain noisy components. und that these concept descriptions huve to be optimized to gain better performance.. The performance improvement of concept descriptions is reached via the eliminution of some less significant noisy components. Parametric control of such optimization. however. is very difficult. The stabiliZ:Jtion of the rccognition rate is not guaranteed and a parameter value h:ls to be found through the training process. This value can change over concept variations and time. and in consequence. it can decrease (rather than increase) the system recognition effectiveness. While the stability of the recognition decision is questionable for a single match. this stability can be improved for a sequence of matches.
We found that the classification decision can be based on the dynamic characteris tics of the recognition curve acquired over increasing degree of optimization. The trend of the recognition can then be found. In this approach. the optimization and matching steps are repeated iteratively. The dynamic characteristics of recognition curves are completed and a pattern of each recognition curve is labeled. For a given set of test data. the system selects recognition curves of uptrend patterns (when the recognition rate increases with the increase in the optimization degree), and the final classification is made for the class having recognition rates which are the highest among ~elected uptrend recognition curves. Thus, the method classifies data based on a series of matches (rather than on a tr:lditional single match) that determines the behavior of the recognition curve.
This approach was tested on texture recognition problems, where features were extracted by a very simple method. The results were presented to illustrate the intro duced methodology, to show its effectiveness in cases where traditional approaches failed to recognize concepts correctly. and to identify hard cases for the recognition step. This lllc'thouo!ogy requires. howevcr. further effort in its development and additional experimentation with diffcrent types of data. Our future work also includes the formalization of the methodology, the modification of the truncation algorithm. and the investigation of its effectiveness in various object recognition problems.
Developed object recognition methodology is being applied to create an intelligent v.ision system for outdoor navigation of autonomous robots and for remote surveillance systems . .$ Such a system has to :lcquire visual concepts both in the supervised and the unsupervised mode. While the supervi~cd mode assumes a good represent:ltion or training dat:l. the unsupervised acquisition must be based on the collection of training examples provided by the system itself. In such a case, the influence of imperfectly collected data on the final decision has a crucial role in the later recognition phase and overall system performance.
